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The Empire suspension gets its inspiration from the Empire 
family’s first creation, the Empire chandelier. This exclusive 
fixture is made with one elegant layer of brass and crystal 
glass that will fit perfectly in any space.

EMPIRE
SUSPENSION

GET PRICE





The recreation of the Majestic acquires another level, 
with bonhomie emancipation of lighting, the glow takes 
the form of a golden plated brass circle. Made with the 
finest material, each ribbed crystal glass cylinder creates an 
atmosphere of irresistible exposure and exclusivity.

MAJESTIC
SUSPENSION

GET PRICE





Preserving the inspiration on the natural sensation of 
waterfalls, this unique piece was born to complete the 
superb Waterfall Collection. Made with high-quality brass 
and beautifully handmade ribbed tubes of crystal glass, 
this powerful creation will fit perfectly into any ambiance.

WATERFALL
SPUTNIK
SUSPENSION

GET PRICE





Like a savage beauty, this masterpiece brings the powerful 
evocation of the sublime. It’s perfect to use as a single 
item or in harmony with more than one element in the 
same area. Its lush presentation gained inspiration from 
Alexander McQueen creations and in each leaf is forging 
its identity in brass and gold plated finishes, giving a set of 
rhythmic, luminous branches that end up with the touch of 
beautiful Swarovski crystals.

MCQUEEN 
GLOBE
SUSPENSION

GET PRICE
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This creation, inspired by the water reflection of the most 
unusual planetarium in the world was shaped into a luxury 
lighting suspension perfect for enlighten all dining rooms. 
Following our high-quality materials, it’s made with gold 
plated brass and combined with ribbed crystal glass.

TYCHO 
RECTANGULAR
SUSPENSION

GET PRICE







The Tycho combines unique artistry and magnificence with 
the power of the reflection. Centrally gathered and held by a 
ring of gold plated brass, the luminous evocation of its design, 
is reflected in its ribbed crystal glass cylinders and its building 
of inspiration, the most unusual planetarium in the world.
Use to create an elegant and highly decorative ambiance in 
modern lounges or dining areas.

TYCHO 
ROUND
SUSPENSION

GET PRICE
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Although the inspiration of this suspension is still a myth 
the elegance present in every detail is very real. Brought 
to life through the combination of lush crystals and high-
quality gold plated brass, the Babel II is the perfect fixture 
for bars, hotels or private dining rooms. Its shape allows 
the creation of exquisite lighting installations through the 
combination of multiple suspensions.

BABEL II
SUSPENSION

GET PRICE
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GALA
SUSPENSION

Designed from the soft blend of 
emotional yet beautiful lines the Gala 
Suspension is the perfect outcome of 
brass and crystal glass. 

PHARO II
SUSPENSION

Inspired by the architecture of lighthouses 
this crystal lighting fixture is a more 
detailed version of the Pharo Suspension.

PHARO
SUSPENSION

Pharo suspension is a gold plated brass 
and crystal fixture made to illuminate 
the most impressive interiors.

BABEL
SUSPENSION

The circular gold plated brass levels of 
the Babel Suspension brings elegance 
to any luxurious ambiance. 

LIBERTY
SUSPENSION

The elegant and sublime lines of the 
Liberty family are now encompassed in 
the Liberty Suspension light.

EMPIRE OVAL
SUSPENSION

Celebrating light in an oval dazzling 
form made with two layers of gold 
plated brass and crystal glass.

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE
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LIBERTY

LIBERTY II
SUSPENSION

Bold and 
unique luxury 
lighting  
Gold plated brass and crystal glass fixtures made 

for the most opulent interiors. Commercial or 

residential, every interior design project will be 

elevated with the beauty of LUXXU’s suspension 

lamps, outshined only by the grand chandeliers.

Liberty II Suspension takes every 
environment back to ancient Greece 
where power was a way of living.

SUSPENSION

With an extreme elegance and a 
luxurious presence, the perfect lighting 
for the perfect living room.

HARPIA
SUSPENSION

A superb opportunity to create a 
harmonious lighting installation by using 
more than one composition.

SUSPENSION

The Majestic Suspension takes the form 
of two delicate lighting fixtures whose 
golden plated brass and crystal glass 
cylinders create an outstanding and 
exclusive design.

SUSPENSION

Explosion is reminiscent of the vast 
cosmos of modern lighting designs. With 
a high prestige and a revivalist attitude, 
this suspension salutes the Sputnik.

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE

TRUMP EXPLOSION

MAJESTIC II



EXPLOSION

MAJESTIC II

BURJ
SUSPENSION

EMPIRE 
SNOOKER
SUSPENSION

This product is a true jewelry for your 
decoration, creating a sophisticated and 
unique atmosphere.

TYCHO 
RECTANGULAR
SUSPENSION

Following our high-quality materials, 
it’s made with gold plated brass and 
combined with ribbed crystal glass.

SUSPENSION

The myth is shaped into a luxury 
lighting suspension and presented in 
every handmade crystal glass. 

BABEL 
SNOOKER

WATERFALL 
ROUND
SUSPENSION

A powerful creation characterized by a 
circular shape made with gold plated brass 
combined with ribbed fine tubes of glass.

Just l ike the building that inspired its 
creation, the Burj Khalifa, the Burj 
Suspension is a symbol of modern 
age and luxury.

GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE



EMPIRE 
SNOOKER

SUSPENSION

SUSPENSION

WATERFALL 
RECTANGULAR
SUSPENSION

The glamorous sensation of water 
in the tubes is handmade by glass 
master craftsman.

PEARL
SUSPENSION

Owner of a delicate beauty, Pearl is an 
extravagant shape full of refinement that 
can produce a special atmosphere by itself..

EMPIRE 
SQUARE
SNOOKER SUSPENSION

Made of gold plated brass and vintage-
inspired crystal glass, its square and 
long shape make it the ultimate dining 
room lighting.

LIBERTY 
SNOOKER
SUSPENSION

Liberty, a collection inspired by the 
famous Statue of Liberty, welcomes a 
new Snooker version. 

PHARO 
SNOOKER
SUSPENSION

Pharo Snooker is an elegant suspension 
lamp made with gold plated brass.

MCQUEEN 
ROUND
SUSPENSION

Bring up a savage mind to a perfect 
lighting solution for common areas like 
dining rooms or in a hotel lobby.

GET PRICE

GET PRICE

GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE
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The opulent Gala Pendant is a sign of times. This everlasting 
light fits neatly into every ambiance. A superb piece tied by 
a single string.

GALA
PENDANT

GET PRICE
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The McQueen collection presents a dramatic design tied 
by a simple string. Showing in all its details a contemporary 
romantic nature. 

MCQUEEN
PENDANT

GET PRICE
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Like a precious treasure, this noble and elegant pendant is 
an exceptional decorative element of the Empire`s family, 
with a discrete side. Inspired by the Empire State Building 
created with brass and crystal glass, finished with gold 
plated, ideal to use with more than one piece.

EMPIRE
PENDANT

GET PRICE



Babel pendant blends perfectly into placid and splendid 
interior design ambiences. The magnificent irregular shape 
of each crystal glass conquered by the craftsman’s mastery 
creates a unique pattern of lighting refraction. Ideal to use 
as a single item or in harmony with more than one element 
at the same luxurious ambiance.

BABEL
PENDANT

GET PRICE



BABEL
PENDANT
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PHARO
PENDANT

Representing a beacon of light in the 
darkness, Pharo is a crystal pendant with 
a delicate look but a strong structure.

TRUMP
PENDANT

Impetuous in its form, the confidence of 
the asymmetric stripes in gold plated brass 
and the sublime tears of crystal glass.

Everything sparkles under this elegant pendant lamp, made with 

gold plated brass combined with ribbed fine tubes of crystal glass 

made by master craftsman.

WATERFALL
PENDANT

GET PRICE

GET PRICE

GET PRICE
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TYCHO
PENDANT

An incredible and contemporary lighting 
item, in a pendant version of Tycho.

LIBERTY
PENDANT

More than an accessory, this pendant 
light is a brilliant solution to any space.

BURJ
PENDANT

Like a symbol of the modern age and 
luxury tied by a simple string.

GUGGENHEIM
PENDANT

Bold by definition this fixture is a 
promising focus of attention.

PEARL
PENDANT

The fluidity of the sculptural shape was 
achieved by the use of a common material 
with a piece of jewellery, the pearl.

DRAYCOTT
PENDANT

Transmitting elegance and purity to 
every space, the reception or lo bby 
areas can be a perfect place for this 
gorgeous masterpiece.

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE


